PRESS RELEASE

Officially Provides Reliable Internet Service in
Tasikmalaya, Biznet Holds
Biznet Festival Tasikmalaya 2019
Tasikmalaya, West Java, 7 September 2019 - Biznet, one of the leading telecommunications and multimedia
companies in Indonesia continues to prove its commitment in answering the increasing demand for a reliable Internet
service. One of the strategies done by Biznet to answer the demand is by expanding its network to more cities in
Indonesia, including Tasikmalaya. Biznet’s network is now officially available in the city, which is one of the cities in
West Java. Biznet’s presence in Tasikmalaya is also being celebrated by holding Biznet Festival Tasikmalaya 2019,
an event that offers high-quality entertainment for the people of Tasikmalaya, which also becomes a place for those
who wants to know more about Biznet’s services that can support various daily digital activities.
Biznet Festival Tasikmalaya 2019 is part of Biznet Festival event series that has been successfully conducted in
various cities including Kediri, Bali, Batam, Sukabumi, Tegal, Purwokerto, Bojonegoro, Cirebon and Palembang since
2016. Biznet is bringing Kotak and Endank Soekamti to Biznet Festival Tasikmalaya 2019, which was conducted at
Lapangan Dadaha, Tasikmalaya. Seeing the increasing number of people who love online games, Biznet Festival
Tasikmalaya 2019 also held MOBA (Multiplayer Online Battle Arena) competition with various attractive prizes for
students in Tasikmalaya.
“We are holding Biznet Festival in Tasikmalaya as a form of our appreciation for the support that people has given to
Biznet. By having this event, we are introducing Biznet’s services with a hope that all of the services that we provide
can become a suitable solution for many people, to hold a main role in many activities being rolled out along with the
rapid growth of today’s digital technology. At the event, we are presenting various high-quality entertainment activities
such as performances from two top Indonesian band and MOBA competition which has become one of the main
hobbies for millenial generations,”,said Adi Kusma, President Director of Biznet. Biznet Festival Tasikmalaya 2019 is
open for public, free of charge, and the people of Tasikmalaya and surrounding cities can be part of this event by
simply register online via www.biznetfestival.com. Visitors can also get an experience a fast Internet access during the
event, with free Internet connection from Biznet Wifi.
Tasikmalaya is one of the cities in West Java that has a great potential in the creative industry. Therefore, West Java
government has planned to build a center of creative industry that can help people in Tasikmalaya to explore their
creativity and create innovations in order to grow the city. This plan is also one of the government’s efforts in preparing
the people, especially young generations, in Tasikmalaya to be ready facing the era of Industry 4.0. In line with the
efforts, Biznet also presents The New Biznet Fiber, the latest fiber network supported by reliable and sophisticated
technology that can give the best service performance with much bigger capacity. Thus, the latest fiber networks is
hoped to meet the demand of people in Tasikmalaya for a reliable Internet service, as well as to help government’s
effort in making Tasikmalaya as one of the smart cities in Indonesia.
Adi added, “As an Internet service provider, we consider Tasikmalaya as one of the cities that we are focusing in terms
of expanding our network fully, as in covering the whole city. Not only because of the ever-increasing Internet demand,
Tasikmalaya is also known as a city that has various tourist attraction, ranging from cultural tourism to beauty natural
attractions. The improvements of tourism industry can increase the number tourists coming to Tasikmalaya for holiday.
We do hope that Biznet services can also be used and utilized to further develop tourism industry by more people in
this city.”
For Tasikmalaya area, Biznet is providing two kinds of services, from homes/individual segment and for UKM/startup
segment at an affordable price, with various packages that customers can choose based on their needs. For
homes/individual segment, Biznet comes with Biznet Home service offering Internet package starting from 50 Mbps at
Rp 300,000/month. For business/SMB segment Biznet offers Biznet Metronet service, which is also the best solution
for startups. Biznet Metronet comes starting from 50 Mbps at Rp 1,000,000/month. For the people in Tasikmalaya who
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desire reliable performance and dedicated Internet to support the increasing business requirements, Biznet also offers
Biznet Dedicated Internet that comes with Internet service starting from 30 Mbps at Rp 6,000,000/month.
For further information, please visit biznethome.net to know more detailed about Biznet Home service or visit
biznetnetworks.com for Biznet Metronet service. The people in Tasikmlaya can also visit Biznet Tasikmalaya branch
office at Ruko Sutsen No. 3A, Jl. Sutisna Senjaya No. 199, Tasikmalaya, West Java.
---About Biznet
Biznet is a company that focuses on telecommunications and multimedia, which is committed to build modern
infrastructure with the aim of reducing Indonesia’s digital gap with other developing countries. Biznet owns and
operates the most sophisticated Fiber Optic networks and the largest data center in Indonesia. For more information
about the company, please visit www.biznetnetworks.com.
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